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The brief for this project was to create
a trio of interventions for the city of
Manchester, revolving around the idea
of display of archive and projection of
Manchester’s urban future. With an
emphasis on photography and digital
display the three spaces had to provide
adequate facilities for almost any kind of
gallery exhibition.
Our proposals were to take on the form
of three distinct but connected spaces:
firstly, a retrofit of Memorial Hall on
Albert Square to create an archive
gallery space; Second, a new-build
in Manchester’s “Peace Garden”, St.
Peter’s Square; and lastly a connecting,
landscaped intervention along Lloyd
Street between Manchester Town Hall
and its 1934 Extension building.

In this transfer of focus from new build to
public intervention emphasis was placed
on appropriate design and reflection of
environment, our work could no longer
be a piece of “bubble-tecture” that could
be placed anywhere but a tightly formed
piece of architecture with a focus on
connection and transition between past
and future.
Through symbolic and geographical
connections with the Town Hall, the aim
of this project was to create a hub space
through which plans and proposals for
Manchester’s city-scape could be easily
accessed and analysed by the public,
bringing more transparency to the design
process and a healthy appreciation of
Manchester as a city to its inhabitants.
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01. Modular Recirculation - Pumps air

01

back into the compartments
02. Nitrate Store - where the film rolls
are stored

02

03. Air-cooled chiller - to ensure the air

precedents

is never higher than -5oC
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My first step in this project was to get to
grips with the conditions and challenges
posed by designing an efficient gallery
space. This meant understanding what
specific artefacts, such as photographs
or painting, required to best avoid
photochemical damage.
J.
Thomson
(1992)
maintains
that “changes are inevitable and
irreversible, [however] they can be
slowed by controlling the environment”.
This attitude convinced me that, quite
apart from creating a well-designed
space, this gallery should adhere to
the basic principle that condition and
performance should be above all else.
This led to me investigate the BFI’s
new-build centre in Gaydon, as a
statement of design over appearance
(having originally been a nuclear
weapons assembly site and therefore

not situated in an easy to run-across
place), provides a perfect example of
technical implementation in pursuit of
perfect preservation.

04. Dehumidifier Blade - (discussed

03

04

later) absorb moisture from the air to

4.0.003 ensure 35% RH is maintained

The centre was designed by Edward
Cullinan Architects to house the British
Film Institute’s stock of archived celluloid
film rolls. These are split between
polyester based film (modern and fairly
stable) and the older sets of cellulose
nitrate film (highly flammable). Both
require different storage conditions with
the modern film being stored in larger
halls and the more volatile cellulose
rolls being kept in strictly maintained
chambers. These are kept at -5oC
and 35% relative humidity and have
automated stainless steel insulated
doors that descend should a fire start in
one of the chambers, thereby lessening
the chance of the fire spreading to
adjacent booths.

4.0.004
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Moving away from the strictly technical
stand-point of creating a gallery space
the work of David Chipperfield became
a large influence on how I approached
this project. He has been prolific in his
career in creating spaces for display
but it is his work in restoration and
retrofitting that most brought him to
mind for this project.
The Neues Museum in Berlin was built in
1841 by Friedrich August Stuler but was
partially destroyed in World War Two. In
1997 Chipperfield was commissioned
through a competition entry to transform
the obliterated building while remaining
true and affectionate to the original.
Chipperfield took great care in both

recreating the original plans but also
in distinguishing between original and
new. The result is a eclectic mishmash
of classical finishing and large-format
prefabricated concrete elements.
Chipperfield is well known for his use
of cold, plain materials in his galleries
to give the viewer a more objective look
at the work on display. Allowing the
user a blank canvas to move around in
is not a new technique in gallery design
as minimal gallery arrangement and
presentation have become the norm.
Chipperfield, therefore is doing more
to create his spaces, be it the contrast
in the Neues Museum or his use of light
in the Hepworth in

4.0.005
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At the other end of the spectrum is
the Holocaust Memorial Museum
from Ralph Appelbaum Assoc. which
creates an environment that, rather
than stepping back from the work and
offering a clean slate to observe it,
reflects the work on show and gives a
narrative to the visit itself.
A series of close and oppressive
spaces combined with the large
expanse of photographs of those killed

in the Holocaust provide dynamic
experience that is designed to bring the
overwhelming nature of the atrocities
to bare on the visitors.
Certainly there are comparisons with
Liebeskind’s museums in this use of
light and space and this form of gallery
is incredibly moving, perhaps becoming
more of a feature to the visitor than the
archive itself.

4.0.008
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One of the key challenges of this
project was creating a building that
is contextually aware. The area of
Manchester around the Town Hall is,
like the rest of the city, a collision of
many architectural styles and revivals.
Albert Square itself was built in its
current form within a 20 year period
and is the height of Gothic Revival in the
North. But even within this movement
cashes arise as Town Hall, with its
“traditional” Gothic revival stands
above the Venetian Gothic stylings of
the Memorial Hall.
As part of my investigation into Gothic
design I quickly discovered that there
are not many accounts of what medieval

Gothic architects were doing, L. Shelby
(1977) argues that this is predominantly
because the practicing architects at the
time were master-craftsmen (men not
taught to read or write) and that these
were skills passed down by example
and apprenticeship.

4.0.010

However, from the start of the 15th
Century, Architectural learning through
books and not practical apprenticeships
grew, bringing about the rise of the
“gentleman architect”. This was about
the time of the Gothic Revival and
hence Shelby was able to compile a
series of design booklets from German
architects, Mathes Roriczer and Hanns
Schmuttermeyer.
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With a focus on projection and the
name of the project being “Camera
Obscura” we felt it would be rude not
to explore how the process works and
how best to design a space built for a
large-scale camera obscura. We used
my friend’s bed-room and covered
his window with black card, cutting
a small circular hole for the light to
enter through. We then set up a tripod
and set a 30 second exposure on the
camera. After initial testing we had one
person stand outside and hold a light

of their own.
This idea of a large scale pin-hole
camera became the basis for my initial
designs with a large projection space
showing moving images of the rest of the
gallery on its ceiling. Using the division
of space discussed in the emotional
responses to the site, the break-down of
dark and light spaces had a basis here,
plus the camera obscura in the dark
room would enforce a link between eh
two disconnected spaces

4.0.014
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To combat ultra violet damage to
their fabrics the fashion giant Louis
Vuitton’s flagship store at Marina Bay
in Singapore utilised 300+ unique
framed panels each with a U.V resistant
membrane skin (PTFE and glass fibre
with a polymer coating). This provides
a semi-transparent second skin for the
building, giving excellent light dispersal
while providing vital protection to the
products on show.

I created a 1:1 section of the join that
is used to stretch the fabric over the
frame. Using wood, welded metal bars
and tracing paper I looked to emulate
the visual effect created.
I plan to use this technology in the
windows and any skylights to create
the same even light across the gallery
while protecting its archive pieces from
damage.
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During our visit to the site, our tutors
instructed us to come up with three
words to describe the site. Immediate
impressions can give your designs an
honesty of expression and can go on to
inform your later design as mine did.
The three words I chose were “divinity“,
“emergence” and “emptiness” and we
were asked to produce three responses.

The site, for me, was all about the
light. When thinking about restoring a
building, the past will inevitably play a
large part and looking at this spacious
room with it’s pulpit like balcony you
can imagine a church scene in the
slanted light, tall Gothic windows
juxtaposing the gutted appearance of
the place as it is now.

4.0.018
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contextual
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Abandoned buildings offer a strange feeling of pulling back the curtain, observing something hidden away and embarrassing, neglect is a terrible thing to
see but it is pulled into focus by the proud exterior of the building, offering a clean slate to re-imagine a lost area of the city.

21

The room itself stands in stark contrast to the rest of the building. It is light and airy despite its rough
appearance. The light quality is amazing even with the dusty windows and deep geometry of the floor.
The building as a whole feels like a progression of spaces from the dark and bleak basement up through
the first floor which feels an abandoned half-way area with its old sign lying in the corner and up to
this 2nd floor which is also so much taller than the other floors which increases its majestic, vertical
appearance with tall windows and long gallery, like walk-way on the mezzanine level. This theme of
emergence through the building became the basis for my design which, with projection and preservation
being such a big part of the project, was very useful in dividing the spaces into clear and distinct areas
of use.

4.0.019
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This means when designing an
environmentally responsible building
one must think about South and North
facing glazing, with shading designed
to admit the sun’s heat in winter, but
not in summer, roof and wall insulation,
double glazing, increased internal heat
storage capacity, air-tight construction
(although with this being a retrofit,
the emphasis will be on plugging any
obvious gaps and refitting windows to
modern construction standards).

ga

orien

Ecotect is a useful tool in assessing
a place’s climate and factors such
as wind, sun and humidity. Situated
in a temperate climate Manchester,
traditionally, has no extremes of
temperature and precipitation, distinct
seasons, warm summers and cool
winters and the need for winter home
heating is greater than the need
for summer cooling. Due to climate

change, however, we are seeing more
extremes of temperature and less of
mid-range seasons such as Spring and
Autumn.

ideal
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The key factor in gallery design,
as previously discussed, should be
environmental design, ensuring the
protection of your archive and exhibition
archives becomes a more difficult
task when combining your internal
environment with external conditions.

Heating / Solar Gain
High need for heating in this
cool climate with little solar
gain throughout the year
imply heavy energy usage
through heating

High / Average / Low Temp.
With no real extremes of
temperature to below 0oC or
prolonged highs, minimal
deviation means a more
reliable system for climate
management in a controlled
environment like a gallery
space

Prevailing Wind (annual)
lighter areas imply stronger
wind showing that wind
toward the South West is the
most prevalent. Manchester’s
tall built environment means
wind can be channelled
between buildings

Orientation
Visible Sky
To gain the most from dayUnobstructed sky means that the
lighting the ideal direction wouldbrief window in the afternoon
be to the South East, however,when the sun is low in the West
when trying to avoid directcan be exploited to the most
sunlight on precious archive,effect. To gain the most however,
refracted daylight can be seena skylight would mean more
as an advantage
natural light and exploration of
the gallery’s height.

4.0.021
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In this project a lot of emphasis has
been placed on creating a seamless,
connected experience throughout the
three phases. In our previous projects
this year we asked to design smaller,
public interventions and here Phase
II, the Lloyd Street transition takes on
many of the same challenges, creating

a space in an open-air environment and
organising an existing space to channel
people through your intervention.
I approached the site as a whole and
assessed its composition and the way
people and traffic moved around it.
listed buildings // unlisted buildings

public // offices // retail // dining

pedestrian space

trams // buses // cars + taxis

4.0.022
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“ideally the design

program
analysis

of a space will mean
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Margaret Hall makes the point that
“ideally the design of a space will
mean the visitor does not know he is
being manipulated.” In here movement
diagrams she clearly demonstrates this
point with both the implied meandering
route and the route of a visitor not
inclined to move directly to the main
focus of the room.

but they hold an importance in the
layout of an exhibition (other than the
obvious) in that they are the expected
end-point, in the same way that a
reception or coat-room is the expected
start of your journey through a public
building.

the visitor does not
Hall argues that another important
part of exhibition design should be
orientation, a space where a visitor to the
exhibition can get his or her bearings.
A number of different factors contribute
to this area: signage and atmosphere
should be in harmony as these are the
first things a person will observe in their
transition between outside and in your
exhibit. Giftshops are roundly abused

Hall also remarks that a space should
reflect its exhibition (for example its
historical or geographical context) and
a certain punctuation should be given
to spaces, some parts emphasised and
other drawn slightly back to reduce
the chance of either over-emphasising
everything and therefore being
overwhelming for the visitor or having
everything fade into the background
where it cannot be recognised.

know he is being
manipulated”

4.0.023
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The brief on this project defines some
of the space to be assigned to storage
and conservation and this is in keeping
with general gallery upkeep as Littlefield
points out that only a small proportion of
the collections in a gallery are on display
at any one time with the rest remaining
accessible. With a large emphasis on
archive one would imaging a gallery
of this type to have materials in reserve
or circulating throughout the year with
special exhibits every few months that
might need maintaining after each
showing.
The relationships between functions
are common to all museums and art
galleries. As far as possible, collection

movement and public circulation should
be kept separate. Using diagrams from
the Metric Handbook I developed a
fairly universal schemata for the gallery
then expanded it to suit the speciality
areas of the project eg. projection and
digital archive.
The different colours of the rooms here
show the degree to which conditions
must be controlled; Obviously, in
places like the office and security room,
people will be working so temperature
must be kept to a comfortable level but
in areas where works of art or cultural
significance are kept, conditions are
kept incredibly stable to help reduce
damage over time.

4.0.024

gallery

storage/
restoration

projection

servers
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Following themes such as emergence
and separation of areas within the gallery
that had arisen during my research, I
decided on a simple arrangement of
space, creating a journey of dark to
light. What I also wanted to bring in was
the idea of vertical space, which was
a popular trope of Gothic architecture
with its many spires and vaulted
ceilings. Therefore my spaces could be
split via this method as well: the dark of

the projection room giving a sense of
limitless space, with no surroundings;
the medium-light space serving a hub
space with low ceiling and lighting that
serves to display the more delicate
items in the exhibition; the light and airy
gallery space, modelled on the aisles
of a cathedral gives a well lit but not
over-powering environment to exhibit
artwork.

4.0.027
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Storage + restoration
Highly controlled conditions, back of the
building meaning controlled lighting.

2nd floor mezzanine

Projection
Kept separate from gallery and entered
via a separate staircase, this room
features projections on every wall, this
room is for the appreciation of film
footage of Manchester.
What followed were a series of models
to experiment with the geometry and
light of the spaces I wanted to create.
The simple breakdown of program
meant that I could create clear, concise
spaces to make a larger impact on the
visitor.
What had originally been intended to
be simply a breaker between the two
spaces, the misty glass divider became
more of a feature with that impactful

flack casing that also reflected the
gallery’s inclination toward film and
projection with the rather obvious links
in appearance to a roll of film.

Orientation
A space to arrive and arrange your
thoughts. More delicate collections will
be arranged here as well as information
panels, a reception desk and toilets.

The long gallery space soon became
the main feature of the gallery, creating
a large vaulted space that exploit both
the slanted light from the existing
windows and creating more direct
sunlight through the skylight with its U.V
resistant skin

Display
A space for presentation of photography
and art. Lit from above, the artwork on
show will be protected by U.V. resistant
membrane skins suspended below the
skylight.

4.0.028

2nd floor

4.0.029

4.0.030
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PROJECTION ORIENTATION
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DISPLAY

4.0.031
A space to watch films about Manchester’s
architecture, films about architecture and
architectural films. Visitors will emerge into a
moving archive space or possibly activate the space
themselves.

A space to arrive, to leave your coat and to arrange
your thoughts. Mainstay collections will be arranged
here as well as information desks and toilets. Neither
dark nor light this is the hub of the gallery.

A space for presentation of photography and art. Lit
from above the artwork on show will be protected by
U.V resistant membrane skins suspended below the
window. This is the main view of the gallery.

36

generation of
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After presenting on February 21st,
general consensus was that the passage
between the space, that theme of
emergence that was key to the project
as a whole, was being obstructed
by having the dark projection space
separate from the rest of the gallery.
The spaces had to be re-arranged to
better reflect the journey I was intending
for visitors to have.
I reverted back to my work on program
and began the process of re-planning
my gallery. Hall’s argument about
manipulating the visitor subconsciously
through the design of the space began
to be reflected in my plans. Also, this

rehaul of the spaces gave me a chance
to create a radical public/private divide
that was also a large component of my
program research.
The flow through the building now
created a real journey for the visitor, the
non-place darkness of the projection
room and the low ceiling of the
orientation area both combine to make
the thinner gallery space all the more
vertical and impressive. All the spaces
are of equal importance to the visitor’s
experience but the gallery, as the
final destination, becomes the grand
statement that formalises the journey
the visitor has just made.

01

Radically adjusts the flow through
the building, enforces the movement
from dark to light. Restricted areas
are isolated on the top floor along
with toilets. Creates the issue of public
areas being spread on two floors.

02

Widens lower floor areas by pushing
the central wall out into the room.
Also, change in flow through the dark
room creates an easier progression
through the rooms. Upstairs the wall
direction has been altered to allow for
less awkward spaces and means the
flow of load through the building is
less complicated as the walls above
now mirror the walls below.

03

Toilets are moved downstairs to keep
public and private spaces exclusive
from each other. Staircase up into
the over-hang creates an interesting
visual effect for people in the gallery
and could become an exhibition piece
in itself. Flow through the building is
eased by centralising all the rooms
and having them all accessible from
the hub-space.

04

4.0.032

Gallery wall is pushed further toward
the centre meaning the darker spaces
are wider and more comfortable.
Staircase is relegated to existing
fixture in the corner, this leaves more
wall-space for archive and means that
public space is more out-of-sight so
that the gallery itself is more focused
on the artwork.

38

structural
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My changes to the arrangement of the
central wall through the lower floor
made the construction of the slanted
wall that much easier. By minimising
the distance between the wall and the
“hinge” of the slanted wall, load is
transferred more directly down to floor
bracing below the gallery. By pinning
the sloped wall at both ends, the hope
is that load will be distributed across
the roof along the i-beams that span

the sky-light window and down the
front face of the building.
Load is distributed from the top floor
(where much of the archive and
chemical equipment associated with the
restoration process will be stored) down
solid block walls. These are positioned
to reflect the steel frame floor pattern
established in the previous plans of the
building (shown on next page).

4.0.033
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Using the existing fabric of the building
is important when creating a retrofit
so, using the planning of the beams as
seen on lower levels of the building you
can observe that the room planning
creating an almost direct mapping
of the beams blow and above. The
concern would be that too much
deviation from existing structure would
mean more work, done by the building,

to transfer load to the lower floors,
resulting in fragility in the building
fabric. No immediate concerns were
brought up by past examinations of the
building but the roof was mentioned to
be slight deviating so extra care was
taken in ensuring that the proposed
long skylight along the building was
properly broken up to make for less
stress on the joins at either end.

4.0.034
Memorial Hall Second Floor
Structural Analysis - Steel Girders

Memorial Hall Second Floor Mezzanine
Structural Analysis - Steel Girders
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The classic gallery look of matt white
walls is both a design decision and one
taken from analysis of light. The walls
allow for maximum contrast between
the articles and their environments,
allowing the viewer to see the artwork
as if it were floating in void space.
From my analysis of light levels and
their tolerance in galleries it became
clear that white painted walls were
preferable also because they allow
the maximum diffraction of light the
hits it. Primary school science dictates
that black objects will absorb light and
white will reflect and refract light rays
that collide with the surface meaning
that the gallery space is well lit while

the paint absorbs much of the U.V
rays meaning less damage to precious
archive items while allowing the viewer
to see the work in its best light.
With this in mind I will simply refurbish
the existing walls with fresh plaster
and white paint, filling in any holes
or blemishes. The floor boards will
use fresh wood, finished with varnish
and laid parallel to the long gallery
wall. This will be the case for all of
the mezzanine level and every room
except the toilets and the projection
room which will feature black carpet to
absorb noise and light.

4.0.035
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Drawing
inspiration
from
Peter
Marino’s Louis Vuitton building in
Singapore I wanted to use suspended,
U.V resistant, translucent panels on the
sky-light along the main gallery space.
Using the basic construction that I
had demonstrated in the one-to-one
section I devised a frame that would
be bolted onto the ceiling either side
of the opening for the window. This

would give a deceptive impression of
the frame hanging, unsupported below
the window.
The frame would be made of lightweight aluminium, sprayed white with
the combination cloth stretched over
it using runners along the side and
stressed cabling along the hem of the
fabric.
4.0.036
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Most important to the gallery’s conditions
are humidity and temperature. To
maintain control over these variables
the gallery will feature a number of
high-performance appliances.
It is unlikely that there will be any need
for a dehumidifier in the gallery spaces
at roof level as these are normally
implemented in basements, cellars
and unheated areas. The “Manual for
Curatorship” advises a constant of 55
± 5% relative humidity so to maintain

this I will use a steam humidifier,
incorporated into the air-conditioning
system.
This system will sit in the roof space
above the restoration lab which will
require dehumidifiers and the like as
conditions will be much more specific
and sensitive to change. Vents will
pass along the ceiling of the lab and
open in the ceiling of the gallery as
unobtrusively as possible.

4.0.038
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04.

03.
Due to this being a retrofit, existing
pipe-work can be used for delivery and
waste. Guttering on the roof and waste
water pipes from faucets and bathrooms
will be siphoned into guttering down
the rear of the building and clean water
will come up the building through the
existing pipe in the wall behind the
South-west stairway.
In the first diagram, green and blue

deliver clean water to faucets in
the 2nd floor bathroom and to the
restoration lab while the orange is used
for the sprinkler system for the archive
collection, lab and server space.
In the second red is siphoning waste
water from the roof, blue from the
lab and yellow from the second floor
bathroom.

05.

06.
01.
02.

4.0.039
Water Delivery
1. Sprinkler - 2nd floor mezzanine
2. Faucets - 2nd floor mezzanine
3. Faucets + Toilet - 2nd floor

Water Disposal
4. From roof guttering
5. From 2nd floor bathroom
6. From 2nd floor mezzanine lab

50
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Emphasis is placed with the lighting
on the differentiation between tightly
controlled spaces and spaces more
variable to change.
In the private areas on the mezzanine
level artificial lighting is used to
ensure that lights can be turned off
at any moment to prevent damage
to photosensitive material such as
film or photographic negatives. Strip
lighting is used to ensure an even, hard
covering to ensure there is no area that
is gloomy which could mean mistakes
in preservation of materials. All lights
are controlled at panels by the doors

but also at each workstation where film
may be prepared.
On the ground floor halogen bulbs are
used to give a softer light to the rooms,
daylight is given president in the long
gallery during the day with strip lights
under the overhang and niched up in
the rafters for after-hours use of the
space. Although the projection room
is to be kept dark emergency lighting
will be available and details of stair
lighting are explored in the next page.
Lights will be imbedded in the ceiling
to stop them appearing when film is
being projected.

4.0.041

4.0.040
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“Each flight and landing of a stepped
access route should be well illuminated,
providing a clear distinction between
each step and riser. The illuminance at
tread level should be at least 100 lux”
- 5.9.8, BS 8300 : 2009 and A1 : 2010
“People should easily be able to
appreciate where to place their feet
by highlighting nosings and avoiding
open risers”
- Building Regulations 2000, Approved
Document M
Treating the projection room much
like you would a cinema allowed me
to collect a number of precedents for
stair lighting and proper practise about
building a dark space. Anyone entering

the gallery will have to negotiate this
area and as such it will have a large
amount of traffic and not much lighting.
Obviously there will be overflow in
lighting from the lower floors and from
other rooms in the gallery but primarily
visitors will rely on low-intensity tread
lighting on the stairs.
As such small L.E.Ds will be placed in
the nose pointing vertically and strip
lighting will be used along the side of
the tread and on the horizontal of the
nose, clearly denoting the height of
each riser. These lights will be kept at a
bare minimum lux (100) to ensure the
lighting is effective but does not pollute
the darkness of the room.

4.0.042

4.0.043
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Building Profile

Solar Design Profile

As this is a retrofit the opportunity for
use of renewable energies on site is
lessened, however, through addition
of insulation to the existing walls and
compartmentalising of space
into
a more compact design the overall
consumption of the building for heat will
be severely lessened. Being positioned
on the top floor of the building will also
help reduce heating requirements to
below the astronomically high heating
degree day estimated by Ecotect.
Using a new sky-light the space will be
well lit during the day, allowing more
direct solar gain and less use of electric

light fixtures.
Recycling chutes will be provided at the
rear of the building to ensure that waste
is not brought through the main gallery
from the private space above.
Maintenance will be made on a weekly
basis as the gallery will rely on a lot
of computing to maintain it’s steady
environment. Server space in particular
will require maintenance not only to
prevent accidents on this site but also
to ensure the smooth running of Phase
II (discussed below).

Performance Profile

Building Description

Building Occupation

Building name

Phase one gallery

Location

Manchester, England

Building type

Public Gallery

Total area

208 m2 (2240 sq ft)

Latitude

53.5o

Heating degree days oC

3,239

Cooling degree days

2.5

Conservation strategies

Compact design, thick external walls

Passive solar strategies

Direct solar gain, daylighting, U.V protectant fabric screens

High performance strategies

High-performance systems and appliances, high-performance glazing

Total annual building energy consumption

35 kWh/m2 approx. for space heating

Total onsite energy produced

none

Carbon dioxide emissions

not available

Annual volume of mains water consumption

260 litres

Inter-seasonal heat store

-

% of thermal mass

-

Water store and recycling measures

Recycling chutes at rear of buildings from labs on mezzanine levels

Lighting strategy (passive)

Long gallery is well lit with large windows

Lighting strategy (active)

labs, bathrooms and others are artificially lit

Annual lighting energy consumption

20 kWh/day (30 light fixtures

Primary structure

existing with insulated, block wall additions

Material selection + junction details

wood panel flooring; insulated, block walls

Facade / Skin considerations

UV resistant panelling on windows

Seasonal activity phases

Utilised by public all year round

Occupational activity phases

staff working onsite on weekdays

Maintenance schedule

labs to be maintained weekly, maintenance of equipment and gallery equipment monthly

Estimated life span of building in current use

-

Change of use, decommissioning, recycling of building considerations
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“this leads to a
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spatial/antispatial
The challenge with this latter half of the
project is shifting your mentality from
the purely material archive gallery to
what the brief describes as a “Urban
Futures Observatory”. This gallery is
also different in it’s purpose with an
emphasis on providing a service to
the public: “it will serve as a portal
for planning applications, a design
museum for the architectural future
of Manchester [real or imagined] and
an open forum for public engagement
in the future of Manchester’s urban
environment”.

leading to a “spatial/antispacial gap
between the visible virtual and the
physical real.” Mitchell argues that this
could see the notion of cities and their
natural synchronous rhythms dissolved
by the ever-present, ever-available
internet.

gap between the
Both of these ideas are key to the
development of this Phase of the project.
The basic premiss of the building is to
create a space where the public can
interact with their city, to move away
from planning departments, open for 3
hours a day and toward an interactive,
always active display available not just
within the confines of the Town Hall but
out in the public domain.

visible virtual and the
Mitchell (1995) discusses the idea of a
departure from localized activities, the
concept of tasks requiring a set location
is done away with using remote servers,

physical real”

4.0.044
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When exploring the idea of the physical/
virtual link, what it comes down to in
terms of interactivity is interface. What
physical prompt can be used in a
situation to conveniently and accurately
provide data to then be represented
digitally. In the case of the laptop I’m
using, I hit the keys on the keyboard
which sends an interrupt signal to
the processor which analyses where
the interrupt came from and takes
appropriate action be it displaying the
letter “k” on screen or cancelling an
action with the “esc” key.
Possibly the most successful integration
of public physical/virtual linking is
the use of QR codes (Quick Response
Codes), a form of bar code that can
hold from just a URL in the more basic
types to 1852 characters of text when
the modules of the matrix are expanded.

In this example, this is a “version 4”
code that holds around 50 characters,
and will, when scanned, open up the
viewer’s browser and take them to the
Manchester Town Planning Website.
This has been used in industry to track
individual car models going through
the factory but has now been adopted
in advertising and can been seen on
everything from posters to wine bottles.
Agencies tend to use them instead
of links to websites because the user
doesn’t have to enter a complicated
address into their smart-phone and QR
codes can be generated to form images
and so further the campaign.
In my proposal I plan to print these
codes on wooden blocks which the
user can then interact with to create
amazing vistas on the display screens.

4.0.045
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These are the libraries of data that
the program is drawing from, these
provide the background processing
of what is going on on-screen.
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package {

This is where the variables of
the program are defined: the
proportions of the inputs used
(webcam), the dimensions of the
marker and the accuracy to which
the program should recognise and
display the digital model.

		

private var flarSingleMarkerDetector

: FLARSingleMarkerDetector;

		

		

private var flarCamera3D		

: FLARCamera3D;

		{

		

private var flarTransMatResult		

: FLARTransMatResult;

			

import flash.display.BitmapData;

		

private var bitmapData		

: BitmapData;

			webcam = Camera.getCamera();

import flash.display.Sprite;

		

private var FLAR_CODE_SIZE		

: unit = 16;

			webm.setMode(WEBCAMERA_WIDTH,WEB_CAMERA_HEIGHT,VIDEO_FRAME_RATE);

import flash.events.Event;

		

private var MARKER_WIDTH		

: unit = 80;

			video.attachCamera(webcam);

			

import flash.media.Camera;

Using this principle of a visual prompt
to signal some virtual action I began
exploring the idea of virtual reality that I
had seen used before in various online
videos and the like. Used by people like
Bjarke Ingels to give live demonstrations
of their ideas, the medium forms a link
between the physical (you standing

with a virtual marker) and the virtual
(a pre-prepared model to be projected
onto the marker). Following an online
demonstration given by Samuel
Asher Rivello I began constructing my
own Flash program to enable me to
hold, manipulate and explore virtual
buildings.

The program takes each individual
frame from the webcam’s feed
and reads through it using the
marker detection code, if the
marker is spotted in the frame then
the program progresses to the
projection of the 3D model.

private function prepareWebCam () : void

video = new Video(VIDEO_WIDTH, VIDEO_HEIGHT);

			

collada3DModel.rotationX = 90; //Rotates Model Around 2D X-Axis of Marker

			

collada3DModel.rotationY = 0; //Rotates Model Around 2D Y-Axis of Marker

			collada3DModel.rotationZ = 45;

			addChild(video);

			flarBaseNode.addChild(collada3DModel);

import flash.media.Video;

		

		}

			addChild (viewport3D);

import flash.utils.ByteArray;

		[Embed(source=”./assets/FLAR/FLARPattern.pat”, mimeType=”application/octet-stream”)]

		

		}

		

		{

private var Pattern : Class;

private function prepareMarkerDetection () : void

		

import org.libspark.flartoolkit.core.FLARCode;

		

			

import org.libspark.flartoolkit.core.param.FLARParam;

		[Embed(source=”./assets/FLAR/FLARCameraParameters.dat”, mimeType=”application/octet-stream”)]

			flarParam = new FLARParam();

import org.libspark.flartoolkit.core.raster.rgb.FLARRgbRaster_BitmapData;

		

			

flarParam.loadARParam(new Params() as ByteArray);

import org.libspark.flartoolkit.core.transmat.FLARTransMatResult;

					

			

flarCode = new FLARCode (FLAR_CODE_SIZE, FLAR_CODE_SIZE);

import org.libspark.flartoolkit.detector.FLARSingleMarkerDetector;

		

private var basicRenderEngine		

: BasicRenderEngine;

			flarCode.loadARPatt(new Pattern());

import org.libspark.flartoolkit.pv3d.FLARBaseNode;

		

private var viewport3D		

: Viewport3D;

					

import org.libspark.flartoolkit.pv3d.FLARCamera3D;

		

private var scene3D		

: Scene3D;

			

		

private var collada3DModel		

: DAE;

			bitmapData.draw(video);

import org.papervision3d.lights.PointLight3D;

		

private var VIDEO_WIDTH 		

: Number = 640;		

			

flarRgbRaster_BitmapData = new FLARRgbRaster_BitmapData(bitmapData);

import org.papervision3d.materials.shadematerials.FlatShadeMaterial;

		

private var VIDEO_HEIGHT 		

: Number = 480;		

			

flarSingleMarkerDetector = new FLARSingleMarkerDetector

import org.papervision3d.materials.utils.MaterialsList;

		

private var WEB_CAMERA_WIDTH

: Number = VIDEO_WIDTH/2;

		}

import org.papervision3d.objects.parsers.DAE;

		

private var WEB_CAMERA_HEIGHT

: Number = VIDEO_HEIGHT/2;

		

import org.papervision3d.objects.primitives.Cube;

		

private var VIDEO_FRAME_RATE 		

: Number = 30;		

		

import org.papervision3d.render.BasicRenderEngine;

		

private var DETECTION_THRESHOLD

: unit = 80;		

		{

import org.papervision3d.scenes.Scene3D;

		

private var DETECTION_CONFIDENCE

: Number = 0.5;		

			

import org.papervision3d.view.Viewport3D;

		

private var MODEL_SCALE 		

: Number = 0.0175;		

			basicRenderEngine

= new BasicRenderEngine();

		

private var COLLADA_3D_MODEL

: String=“./assets/models/tower/models/tower.dae”;

			

flarTransMatResult

= new FLARTransMatResult();

		

			

viewport3D

= new Viewport3D();

public class AugmentedReality extends Sprite

		

			

flarCamera3D

= new FLARCamera3D(flarParam);

{

		

			

flarBaseNode

= new FLARBaseNode();

		

private var Params : Class;

public function AugmentedReality ()

		

private function loopToDetectMarkerAndUpdate3D (aEvent : Event) : void

		{

bitmapData = new BitmapData(VIDEO_WIDTH, VIDEO_HEIGHT);

			
			bitmapData.draw(video);

			try {
				
				
			

if (flarSingleMarkerDetector.detectMarkerLite (flarRgbRaster_BitmapData,

			DETECTION_THRESHOLD)
					

private function preparePaperVision3D () : void

flarSingleMarkerDetector.getConfidence() > DETECTION_CONFIDENCE				
			) {
					

					
					
flarSingleMarkerDetector.getTransformMatrix(flarTransMatResult);

		{

			scene3D 		= new Scene3D();

flarBaseNode.setTransformMatrix(flarTransMatResult);

		

private var video

: Video;		

			prepareWebCam(); 			

			scene3D.addChild(flarBaseNode);

basicRenderEngine.renderScene(scene3D, flarCamera3D, viewport3D);

		

private var webcam

: Camera;

			prepareMarkerDetection();

					

				}

			preparePaperVision3D();

			

			

collada3DModel = new DAE ();

		

private var flarBaseNode		

: FLARBaseNode;

			

			collada3DModel.load(COLLADA_3D_MODEL);

		

private var flarParam		

: FLARParam;

			addEventListener(Event.ENTER_FRAME, loopToDetectMarkerAndUpdate3D);

			

		

private var flarCode		

: FLARCode;

		

private var flarRgbRaster_BitmapData

: FLARRgbRaster_BitmapData;

}
		

Here the different programs are
prepared and initialised. This is
done once at start-up and after that
it is a continual loop of detecting
the marker and updating the 3D
model.

		}
}

collada3DModel.scaleX = collada3DModel.scaleY = collada3DModel.scaleZ =

			MODEL_SCALE;

}

} catch (error : Error) {}

4.0.046

			//collada3DModel.z = 5;		

The 3D model is loaded and
given the appropriate scales and
position. The 3D software then
loads the view of the model that it
is seeing into the scene. Scale and
position are updated later so this
first step is just initially loading the
object into the program.

The program then takes every
frame from the webcam and
asks IF the marker appears in it
and then subsequently pastes an
updated view of the 3D model onto
the marker’s image on-screen.
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What I wanted to achieve with this
space was a heart for the building, a
place for activity around which all the
display boards and private spaces
could be arranged. The building as a
whole is a hub space for Manchester
but this room forms the centre from
which all these possible futures can
be built. Here people will be able
to interact with buildings and cities,
arranging the existing Manchester or
transforming it completely. Around the
edge is a collage of all the buildings
currently being used, amalgamated
into one massive sky-line, in the centre
is a surface onto which the blocks can
be placed and, through augmented
reality software, the city will form

around them, roads, public areas
and buildings will form around each
monument just as in a real city, giving
the user complete control over how
they envisage Manchester.
The process will work exactly as in
the Flash program, markers will be
recognised by cameras above the table
and the data of their position will be
sent to the server space in Memorial
Hall along ethernet cables and this will
then enable the computer to load the
buildings and adjust scale etc. and this
will then be visible on the screen below
the buildings, creating a bird’s-eyeview of the newly generated city.

4.0.047
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Following the project’s trajectory from
observation to generation of content,
I decided that the next step from
displaying these buildings and creating
a world around them would be to
generate your own buildings for your
own city. One option for this would be
to have booths at which people can
create their own buildings through a
SketchUp-esque user interface (UI) but
what attracted me particularly was the
idea of combining the existing, creating
a dynamic clash of cultures similar to
the landscape being displayed on the
walls. This also provides a framework
around which the models can be

constructed which stops the creation
of mountain high structures on pencilpoints and gives a certain cultural
significance to the creations rather than
a fluffy pink and yellow polka-dot orb
in the middle of Piccadilly Gardens.
The User chooses two from a wide set
of icons on the screens and they merge
to form the building of their choice
and this then printed on a block to be
used in the scene and displayed on the
screens around the gallery, creating an
ever moving and transforming tapestry
of user-generated content around the
gallery.

4.0.048
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Mitchell talks extensively about the
relationship between cities and the
virtual world. An important part of
this is how we design our buildings,
in libraries such as London Museum’s
and Manchester’s own Central Library
the shelves and rows are arranged
in a radial pattern around a central
reading area. This is similar in many
way, Mitchell argues, to the use of data
in hard disks and the like, meaning
someone could access any point of
reference from a central position with
relative ease rather than a long gallery
with the book or data you need at the
opposite end.
This radial nature obviously reflects in
such city planning as Le Corbusier’s

original “radial city” and has been
manifested in many forms such as Paris
and Brazilia both of which have fan-like
street-maps that add a sense of design
and purpose. This ties back to Hall’s
argument that good spatial design will
mean the occupant has no idea they are
being manipulated, meaning a radial
design will streamline people’s activity
without conscious acknowledgment.
In this respect I aimed in this phase to
reflect the neoclassical architecture of
the Central library by creating a radial
space with views spanning both the
past (the Town Hall and library) and the
future with new buildings to be observed
across the road.

4.0.049
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Explorable roof
Gently sloped roof to allow for a park-like area with
public access
Rear access
The approach from Lloyd Street is higher than the
surrounding area, meaning a step-down is necessary
Private blocks
These include the security/staff area and resource lab.
Toilets are located at each end

This building is about a creation
without distraction and so I gave large
emphasis to the central booth where
people can create their buildings and
generate the future of Manchester.
These creations are then displayed on
the wall that spans much of the Eastern
Facade giving visitors a fantastic
panoramic view through a large-scale
virtual window.
What was important in this stage was

to emphasise the possibilities of the
future but also to hint at the past so
from the central point of the room the
user can see back toward the Central
Library and the Town Hall, out toward
the Midland Hotel, see the newbuild
happening on St. Peter’s square one
and observe the virtual world from one
position. This sense of architecture on
top of architecture is what has made
Manchester and this hub for townplanning will form the centre of it.

Projection room
Using AR technology users will be able to generate
cities. A collage landscape of buildings will be seen
from the exterior of the booth
Display Wall
Used to display information on the exhibition and
proposed projects for the city
Glass Panelling
Tinted glass will allow for projection and a cool
environment, separate from the tram and traffic outside

4.0.051
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In this re-think of my design I transferred
the focus from the buildings across the
road to the Town Hall and Library to
the west. The view from the middle of
the building now encompasses both of
these buildings and the new sky-line
being displayed on the curved wall.
This creates a more compact public
space while allowing for a larger, easier
to utilise (because of less curved walls)
private space ie. the resource lab and
ancillary space.
Using a green roof and the partially
submerged rear of the building into the
earth bank meaning the heating and
cooling requirements of the building will
be radically reduced. Green roofs can

also provide filtering for rainwater that
can rid it of traces of heavy metal which
are common in urban environments
like Manchester’s rainwater. This will
mean reduced cost of water usage as
any rainfall will filter down the slanted
roof into water reserves at the rear of
the building.
The extent of the glass walling has been
slightly reduced and the direction of the
building changed resulting in less direct
solar gain meaning cooling will not be
so much of an issue during the summer
months. Overall the plans have been
compressed and tightened to ensure a
more coherent and reactive peace of
architecture.

4.0.053
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Due to differing conditions in this
gallery to the last (more open to the
elements and low lying) there will be
need for dehumidifiers and humidifiers
working in combination, accompanying
the heating and cooling systems. The
building’s systems will be kept invisible
to the public realms of the building,
operating in tandem on the two sides
of the building in the private quarters

of the building. Vents will run through
the ceiling and the monitoring systems
mentioned in the previous sections will
measure the relative humidity of the
building. However, unlike the Memorial
Hall building much less attention will
be required to maintain and steady
environment as there are no archive
articles on display just computing
equipment.

4.0.054
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security/staff sprinkler
water supply
male bathroom

Resource Lab sprinkler
main gallery sprinkler

structural
solutions

water supply
female bathroom
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Water use will not be particularly
prevalent as grey water will be filtered
through the green roof, down the
slanted surface into water reserves at
the rear of the building. This will mean
that this water will not only be suitable
for the toilets of the building and the
sprinkler system that will operate in

the gallery space, the resource lab
and the security room but also provide
safe drinking water for visitors and
staff alike. Mains clean water pipes
and will supplement this reserve when
rainwater is less prevalent though given
Manchester’s climate conditions these
periods will be few and far between.
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With the lighting I again wanted to
emphasise the key areas such as the
central hub and the “display wall”.
Spotlighting will be used around the
West facing wall and softer, more
evenly spread L.E.D lighting will be
used in other areas of the building.
With the building being inset into the

ground slightly, the lighting will splash
out onto the ground directly around
the building but not up onto the street
giving the slight dip in ground a more
appealing look of a pool of light that
visitors will see and be drawn to.

4.0.057
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Summer 09:00

The roof of the building lies a mere
metre above ground level meaning
that cold prevailing winds to the South
will have less of an impact during the
Winter months. Overall the weather in
Manchester is extremely changeable
given its placement near the Pennines.
It is prone to unpredictable rain and
wind and especially in areas with tall
buildings and thin streets like the Peace
Gardens, wind can be channelled and
its ferocity increased.

The building’s overhanging roof will
provide shelter from the sun during the
summer months but allow the Winter
sun to warm the concrete floors which
will redistribute heat throughout the
late afternoon ad evening.

Summer 15:00

Summer Prevailing Winds

4.0.058
Winter 09:00

Winterer Prevailing Winds

4.0.059
Winter 15:00

Given the height of the buildings to
the East and West, the midday sun will
be particularly important as this will
provide the longest period of sun for
the green roof.

4.0.060
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Our task on Lloyd street was to create
an “intervention as a landscape
experience link between sites one and
two.” The open-endedness of this part
of the brief meant your proposal could
be a material change to the space or
a more abstract approach, creating a
meaningful connection between the
two sites through lighting effects.

83

As the my proposal, as a whole, works
around the principles of projection and
display, I formed an intervention in Lloyd
Street that became the middle ground
of all the ideas in play throughout the
project.
The Memorial Hall proposal revolves
around material display, the transfer
between light and dark spaces and
playing with scale as the person moves
the linear progression of the gallery. My
Peace Garden works as a hub space,
accessible from all angles, it displays
digital media and makes it possible
for people to create their own content.
As the medium between the two, Lloyd
Street will have a radial progression
of spaces, it will allow for a mixture
of intentional and unintentional usergenerated content (UGC).

In [REFERENCE] a computer takes data
from a buoy floating out in the Atlantic
Ocean and moves this installation to
express the movement of the water.
In [REFERENCE] Jim Sanborn mimics
topography, taking it back to a pure
geometric shape which is then projected
back onto the landscape. Both of these
are prime examples of data taken from
the physical world and run through and
analysed as data to be placed back in
the world in a different form.
From my reading of City of Bits, it
became clear very quickly after we
commenced the project that serverspace and other such areas specific
to the running of the digital hub did
not, in fact, need to be anywhere
near the site and could be kept in the
more spacious Memorial Hall site. This
meant that cables would have to be
run along Lloyd street so my thinking
was that this is a perfect opportunity to
enforce a material connection between
the site, a pulsating wire that shows the
data being transferred in real time and
can form the backbone of the project.
I called this the “information pipe-line”
and it forms the connection between the
real and the ephemeral/digital aspects
of this project.

4.0.062

4.0.064
The idea of the pipeline gives an
impression of movement between the
two sites. I wanted this to be expressed
through the projections themselves so I
produced a film showing how I wanted
this effect to manifest itself. This also
creates an abstract impression of
people and shapes reinforcing the
theme of analogue to digital display
that runs through the whole project.
4.0.063
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To give a sense of movement to the
landscape design I wanted to make a
multi-layed display. These displays will
show a reflection of the world around
them through various augmented
filters. This will allow a direct and
obvious connection between the real
world and its virtual counterpart.

The visuals will be affected by the
amount of people in both galleries and
certain parameters such as season,
date and time of day. This will ensure
a constantly variable and reactive
exhibition. It displays not the past, not
the future but the present.

4.0.065
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The frames will follow a very similar
structure of those in the Memorial Hall
gallery but, given that the Town Hall
is a Grade II listed building there are
restrictions on bolting objects to its
side and so I will be using a series of
simple weighted frames. The obvious
materiality of the frames give the
objects some much needed grounding
in the real world. This follows the

progression from real-world to virtual.
The Dynamic form of the frame will
allow the panel to be slanted to account
for the different angles of the different
frames to the viewer on the street. This
will mean the viewer is surrounded with
screens pointing at them, heightening
the relationship between spatial and
anti-spatial
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Building Profile

Solar Design Profile

Although less difficult than Phase I
which was using unknown materials
for wall structures and other such
complications this design profile was
difficult in that the building was still very
much evolving as I was writing it. Many
of the figures proved unrealistic and
problematic when viewed objectively.
The building over-all is a low-lying,
fairly ecologically sound design. It
imbeds itself in the landscape for
protection against prevailing winds
and for heating from the Earth. With
large windows and concrete flooring it

has a large percentage thermal mass
which will redistribute heat during the
evenings. Open plan design means
that lighting can be less prevalent and
it’s green roof (previously discussed)
provides clean rainwater to use in taps
and toilets.

Performance Profile

The building will be used all year round
by many people so heating will become
less of a problem as more people fill
the space but, given Manchester’s rainy
weather, the need for dehumidifiers
may mean a shark spike in energy
usage for the building.
Building Description

Building Occupation

Building name

Phase two gallery

Location

Manchester, England

Building type

Public Gallery

Total area

228 m2 (2454 sq ft)

Latitude

53.5o

Heating degree days oC

3,239

Cooling degree days

2.5

Conservation strategies

thermal massing; green roof, earth sheltering

Passive solar strategies

Direct solar gain; daylighting; large windowed walls; UV protectant fabric screens

High performance strategies

High-performance systems and appliances, high-performance glazing

Total annual building energy consumption

30 kWh/m2 approx. for space heating

Total onsite energy produced

none

Carbon dioxide emissions

not available

Rainwater collection methods

Green roof forms bioswale for clean water consumption

Annual volume of rainwater collected

54 litres

Annual volume of mains water consumption

249 litres

Inter-seasonal heat store

-

% of thermal mass

50

Water store and recycling measures

Water stored in tanks below labs and toilets, used in toilet flush and other

Lighting strategy (passive)

Large windows and skylight, south facing window wall

Lighting strategy (active)

labs, bathrooms and others are artificially lit,

Annual lighting energy consumption

17.5 kWh approx. (19 light features)

Primary structure

concrete floor, concrete load-bearing wall, insulated block walls

Material selection + junction details

wood and green roof, concrete flooring, glass walls

Facade / Skin considerations

adjustable UV resistant panelling for windows (can be stored away)

Seasonal activity phases

Utilised by public all year round

Occupational activity phases

staff working onsite on weekdays

Maintenance schedule

labs to be maintained weekly, maintenance of equipment and gallery equipment monthly

Estimated life span of building in current use

- new build

Change of use, decommissioning, recycling of
building considerations
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Memorial Hall, 2nd Floor [1:100]
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Memorial Hall, 2nd Floor Mezzanine [1:100]

Display

Information

Restoration Lab

Projection room
Archive storage

Server Space
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<< A render of the projection room as
you climb the stairs into the gallery, this
forced interaction draws the visitor in
and directs them to the next area of the
gallery.
>> The Main gallery space of Phase I,
the light from the windows influenced the
angle of the mezzanine wall and creates
a Gothic “cathedral-esque” feel with
its vaulted ceiling and light from above
through the sky-light.
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This is a render of the large display wall in
the Phase II Gallery onto which the long
user-generated landscape is displayed.

Male Toilet

Security/Staff

Gallery Space

Female Toilet
Resource Lab
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Throughout this project I wanted
to ensure there was a meaningful
connection between these two sites
which, if left unchecked could become
three separate installations completely.
These are three very distinct stages
and they all express different ideas
and explore different areas but over all

there is a constant arc that brings these
together. Firstly these buildings explore
themes of display: from observation to
interaction there is a steady progression
into emersion from the long gallery
space to the projection room to the semiinteractive Lloyd Street Intervention and
on to the hands-on, user-generated
experience of the Phase II Gallery.

Though I think some elements of
my design development have gone
smoothly I think that I have placed
too much emphasis on the program
of the buildings and not enough on
the buildings themselves. I enjoy
experimenting with technology such
as augmented reality and this has
somewhat eclipsed the basics in this
project to the extent that in the final
presentation I had no building, as
such, for Phase II but rather a number

of ideas about how the building would
be used.
Again this reluctance to focus on
concrete issues such as plans and
sections has meant that these elements
have been continually lacking the care
and focus that they demand. In the
future I think it will be important for
me to focus on the basics and less on
experimental projects that have little
bearing on my final grade.
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museum [Photograph]
4.0.011 - Shelby, L. (1977) Gothic Design Texhniques, p.43. Image Scan
4.0.012 - Baker, G. (1989) Design Strategies in Architecture, p.65.Image
scan
4.0.013 - 4.0.014 - Own Work
4.0.015 - [Louis Vuitton Island in Singapore] [image online] available
at:<http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/19258/moshesafdie-peter-marino-louis-vuitton-island-maison-at-marina-bay-sands.
html>
4.0.016 - 4.0.023 - Own Work
4.0.024 - Littlefield, D. The Metric Handbook (2008), p. 283. Arrangement
Diagrams
4.0.025 - 4.0.041 - Own work
4.0.042 - cinema lighting system [image online] available at:<http://www.
gradusworld.com/led-lighting-systems>
4.0.043 - 4.0.048 - Own work
4.0.049 - plan of Paris, Knibbs, G., The Theory Of City Design. [image
online] available at:<http://www.library.cornell.edu/Reps/DOCS/knibbs.
htm>
4.0.050 - Photograph of Manchester Central Library, [image online]
available
at:<http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fe/
Manchester_Central_Library.jpg
4.0.051 - 4.0.061 - own work
4.0.062 - still from video, Bowen, D. “Tele-present water”[video online]
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available at:<https://vimeo.com/27614383>
4.0.063 - Photograph of Jim Sanborn’s projections [image online] available
at:<http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/10/view/18139/jimsanborn-topographic-projections-and-implied-geometries-series.html>
4.0.064 - 4.0.072 - Own work
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4.0.073

Post-script:
Since November I’ve been writing
a daily blog to show the areas of
architecture that I’m currently exploring
and also to get an online presence for
my work. Last term I used this as a kind
of record to show my daily activities and

how I use my time. Since its creation
I’ve received over a thousand views but
I’m not sure who or why. I hope this will
serve as a detailed journal of my work
over that last few months.
http://jackhughesmsa.wordpress.com/
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